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ABSTRACT

Indonesian students have a lot of activities, in addition to the lecture there is activity of the organization, part time work, and more. This requires students to be able to manage time well. Time management is the key for effective management. One of things that support student activities are information technology such as the internet. The internet can help student’s time management agenda. Internet applications that support management time is cloud storage and Google calendar. The kind of research which is used is combination descriptive and quantitative research with primary data comes from research conducted by the writer and secondary data comes from literature review. Collecting data technique which is used in this paper is online questionnaire and document analysis technique. The population of all the semester students from various universities in Indonesia, with a random sampling method. While, the review and analysis of documents were obtained from various printed and electronic media which are relevant to the subject matter studied. In this research the analysis model uses is the equations of questions frequency. Based on the results of this research is that 89% of students join the organization, 74% chose the notes rather than recall when finding the idea, 51% choose to typing in gadgets in a hurry, 80% using a pocket-sized notebook to their agenda notebook. 100% have personal gadgets, 94% regularly access the internet, and 89% require a tool in time management. A total of 100% need to assist IT management daily agenda. Based on the results and discussion of this paper, it can be concluded that the usage of deadline note, cloud storage, and Google calendar for Indonesia students can be a solution to the helpful device in managing daily agenda.
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